WR115
Practice Final

Overview
You'll want to provide your students with an in-class practice for the WR115 Final Exam during the last two or three weeks of the term. This practice will acquaint students with the format and content for the WR115 Final Exam.

Suggestions
- Provide students with the *About the Final Exam* and the *WR115 Exit Exam Scoring Guide* handouts.
- Devote one class session to discussion of the final exam. Give students plenty of examples of good summary and responses.
- Explain that the Final Exam will be conducted in one 2-hour session, so the practice is somewhat artificial. (I have MWF 50-minute classes, so I allow for two separate days of “testing,” conducted somewhat like the WR121 Final Exam 2-day process.)
- Use any essay selection from your text (or other source). Use any Final Exam doc template to edit (fill in) your essay selection and focus questions. (I'd be happy to e-mail you a document.)